ASSIGNMENT 3 (electronic portion)
GROUP CRITIQUE (one critique for entire group) of: WEB SITE
(Due: ; write after web site is completed)

WEB SITE TOPIC: ___________________________ LAB/TEAM #s: ___________________________
TEAM MEMBERS: ___________________________

As a group (AFTER you have completed your web site), discuss, then write an evaluation to
tackle the following issues related to your production. (Type your team's analysis on a separate
paper; there is not enough room on this sheet to do this evaluation justice.)

Have all team members sign (below) indicating that they participated in the discussion, read the
final analysis, agree with all the comments made, and believe the critique is thorough and
complete. Attach this sheet to your typed critique.

1. What are the best, most effective things you did with your web site? Justify your comments.

2. What are the things that you would improve if you were to plan and produce your web site
again? (as relevant, include concept, content, text, graphics, special effects and features,
equipment operation, software use, color choice, design and navigation of web site, etc.)

3. If you had one entire year (complete with all four seasons), what are the things that you would
do to improve your web site (e.g., planning, design and graphics selection, editing; content;
approach; logistics)?

4. What are some of the "details" (about planning, research, and/or production) that you learned
during this process that you would give to others as suggestions about how to better plan,
schedule, produce, deal with technical elements, etc.?

5. How would you improve how your group worked as a TEAM?

As indicated by my signature below: As a member of my web site production team, I confirm that
I participated in the evaluation discussion, I read the final analysis paper, I agree with all the
comments made, and I believe comments are thorough and complete.
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